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ABSTRACT

The article presents the open source middleware platform ifakFAST and its application in the field of

wastewater treatment for optimizing the operation of wastewater treatment plants based on a so-called

Digital Twin.

The concept of the Digital Twin requires an integrated system model that maps all relevant aspects

including all relevant treatment processes, equipment performance, and the connected controllers

operating. The Digital Twin concept can be applied in the design stage, during construction, system

integration and during operation. The simulation tool SIMBA# has been designed and developed for these

applications and includes an extensive control library allowing graphical implementation of control

solutions ranging from simple control concepts (e.g. applying PID controllers) to more complex, model-

based controlers (e.g. model predictive control).

With SIMBA#’s online capabilities, parts of the control system can be executed on the platform without

having to be ported to the underlying automation level. With the Digital Twin concept, an observer model,

set up with auto-tuning algorithms, can be used to simulate the process in real time and in parallel to the

real system. The auto-tuning enables the use of internal states in the form of virtual measurements (a.k.a.

soft sensors) and used for control or decision support.

The ifakFAST platform enables the efficient development of innovative software solutions enhancing

existing SCADA or DCS systems with modern simulation tools. One example of this is the "Monitoring &

Control Platform" from inCTRL Solutions Inc. which enhances the basic services of the ifakFAST platform

with functions for data quality monitoring of online sensors with integrated asset management and thus

supports the implementation of innovative control concepts on existing wastewater treatment plants.
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 Objective of the open platform ifakFAST: Provision of basic services (data acquisition, dashboard,

alarm handling, user management) and higher-value services such as "supervisory control" and

observers for model-based process controls

 Special feature: Modeling and simulation of process engineering processes using SIMBA# for the

creation of a Digital Twin.

 Digital Twin supports the planning, optimization and virtual commissioning of high-end control

functions including observers through online simulation.

 Application focus lies in the area of wastewater treatment, e.g. for optimizing the operation of

Water Resource Recovery Facilities (WRRF) by enhancing existing automation systems.

 Publication of the ifakFAST platform including the basic services under an open source license

(Apache 2.0) is scheduled for Q3 2018.

The full paper will show results from Digital Twin case studies applying the ifakFAST platform in research

and industrial projects.
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